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Instant Meditation 

Maybe all you really need is the right bench!  
Eric Armstrong, MeditateBetter.com 

It Makes You Feel Like Meditating 
“When you sit on it, you just instantly start to meditate.” That has been the most common 
reaction of people who try the MeditateBetter “Instant Meditation” Yoga Meditation Bench. 
They try it, they buy it, and they love it. 

   

As professional singer & choir director Margo LeDuc said: 
“My friend used to meditate on tour. I tried to do it with her, but I kept fidgeting. I 
laughed. I talked. When I sit on this, I just instantly become quiet, and fall into 
meditation.” 

Yoga teacher and experienced meditator Binta Patel noticed a “meditation response” 
when she sat on the bench: 

“My heart rate is slowing. I’m getting calmer. I feel the way I do when meditating.” 

Why You Feel that Way 

The MeditateBetter Yoga Meditation Bench was designed for meditation. It has features that 
keep your legs comfortable, and almost magically puts your spine in the ideal, upright 
posture for meditation—or just for comfortable sitting!  

As Ayurvedic Practitioner Shawna Jamieson said: 
“I replaced my office chair with it. It’s so comfortable, I sit on it all day long.” 

http://meditatebetter.com/
https://meditatebetter.com/products/yoga-meditation-bench
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How it Works 

The bench, seat cushion, base cushion, are all at just the right height for comfort. (A patent 
application was filed to cover that height and other critical features of the bench.)  

 

Better than a Chair 
The seat cushion (zafu) is at just about the same height as a chair. But the bench is wide 

enough that one or both legs can be crossed in front of you—something you cannot 
generally do when sitting in a chair.  

Better than a specialty “Back Chair” 
The top of the bench, meanwhile, is covered by the base cushion (zabuton). Because it is 

slightly lower than the seat cushion, it’s like sitting on a gentle slope—at the perfect 15- to 
20-degree angle to produce the ideal pelvic tilt you need to sit comfortably upright. But 
since both surfaces are flat, you don’t slide off! (Some chairs create that position by tilting 
the seat. But then you can find yourself either sliding off or straining your legs to stay in 
place.) 

Better than the Floor 
With that gentle slope, people who never sit cross-legged find that they can sit with one 

foot tucked, and one on the floor—and that position gives their pelvis just the right tilt, so 
the vertebrae in their spine stack up vertically, one on top of the other. It’s a position that 
requires virtually no muscular effort to maintain, so you’re no longer working hard to sit 
upright. And you’re no longer experiencing pain in your back from having to do so. 
Plus: It’s easy to get up and down, and easy to rearrange your legs whenever you need to. 

Kind to Your Feet 
The raised seat keeps your upper leg above your foot, so you can straighten the ankle 

without putting any pressure on your foot. The bench also includes a footrail in the front, 
under the base cushion that 1) Keeps your foot from sliding off the bench, and 2) When 
your ankle is bent, the outside of your foot rests on the rail, so your anklebone hovers in the 
air. It makes a small depression in the cushion, but doesn’t come near any hard surfaces. 

Portable 
The legs fold under like a big coffee table (plus, there’s a handle), so it’s easy to carry the 

bench around, or fold it up and store it in a closet or under the bed. 
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The Story Behind the Bench 
Eric Armstrong wanted to meditate. He tried to meditate. When he could, it was great. But it 
was hard to do—especially for any length of time. Sitting on the floor, his legs and back 
hurt. But he didn’t want to be limited to a chair forever! Eventually, he found that he could 
meditate better and longer when he was sitting on the edge of his futon. 

The futon mattress had pulled away from one corner, producing a sitting surface that 
was ideal for his left leg—the good one, that hadn’t been operated on. So that’s where he 
did his meditation practice. 

Over time, he noticed his leg getting even more comfortable. The flexibility in his hip and 
groin were increasing, and the lower leg was rotating enough to straighten his ankle and 
keep his ankle bone away from any hard surfaces. 

That was great, for his good leg. But the arrangement of the cushion didn’t work so well 
for his other leg. So he started looking for a bench he could use with either leg. When he 
couldn’t find anything with the right dimensions, he determined to build his own. 

The “No Compromise” Sitting Solution 
 

Regular 
Chair 

“Back  
Chair” 

Floor & 
Cushio

n 

Meditation 
Bench 

Cross Both Feet   ✔ ✔ 
Gentle Slope  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

No Sliding Off ✔  ✔ ✔ 

Easy Up & Down ✔ ✔  ✔ 

Cross One Foot    ✔ 

Change positions easily    ✔ 

Footrail    ✔ 

An Ancient Tradition! 

All but lost in the modern era, the practice of sitting with 
one foot tucked up on a bench and one on the ground has 
survived in India mostly in the form of sculptures and 
paintings. 

As Eric reports his experience: 
“I once saw an image of Shiva sitting with one leg 
up and one down. It stuck in mind, so I went 
looking for it. I was astonished to find dozens of 
sculptures, figurines, and paintings depicting 
ancient gods and gurus sitting in just that fashion. 
I put a dozen of the most attractive in the Bench 
Yoga book, another dozen on the MeditateBetter 
website, and there are even more!” 

 

http://amazon.com/exec/obidos/redirect?tag=treelight&path=tg/detail/-/0997240040
http://amazon.com/exec/obidos/redirect?tag=treelight&path=tg/detail/-/0997240040
https://meditatebetter.com/pages/12-more
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Reviving the Tradition 

Those ancient gods and gurus, they knew something. It’s a way of sitting that just plain 
works. I suspect that folks in India got so comfortable sitting on the floor that, over time, the 
tradition was forgotten. But here in the West, where we’ve grown up sitting on chairs, it’s a 
tradition we need to revive, so we can meditate better today and, eventually, regain the 
capacity to sit cross-legged—because, once you can, you’re no longer limited to sitting in a 
chair. You can sit comfortably on a mountainside or next to a lake—just about anywhere. 

About Bench Yoga 

Once the early prototype of the bench was created, Eric used it in his daily practice. In the 
process he found ways to improve his sitting posture even more, and experienced ever 
more profound meditations and energy flows. From those experiences, the Bench Yoga 
program was born. 

Bench Yoga uses the bench to develop the hip-and-groin flexibility you need to sit cross-
legged, much more rapidly than is possible for most in a normal yoga class. At the same 
time, the program develops the shoulder, neck, and back strength you need to maintain 
your posture for hours. Together, they work miracles. 

And since the bench is slightly taller than a yoga 
block in its tallest orientation, the bench and a block 
together give you seven support heights for your 
traditional yoga practice, differing from each other by 
only a few inches, depending on which way you orient 
the block and where you put it. 

 
ToDo: Replace with picture for clarity 

Bench + One Block = Seven Levels of Support: 

 

But it gets even better. The breathing pattern taught in the Bench Yoga program turns 
each strengthening activity and each yoga asana into an energy-releasing, meditative 
action. It’s like doing Tai Chi in a chair, while always having the option to sit comfortably, 
mindfully aware of the internal energy flows your practice generates. 

(The techniques are described in detail in Volume 1 of the Subtle Energy Series, Bench 
Yoga, available at Amazon.) 
 

About the Author 
Eric Armstrong had the idea for the Yoga Meditation Bench while sitting on the edge of his 
futon. He makes them  available at the MeditateBetter website. A former volleyball coach, 
martial arts instructor, and “internal yoga” practitioner, Eric has spent 30 years studying the 
internal energy arts, with practices as varied as Ipsalu Tantra Kriya Yoga, Ananda Raja Yoga, 
traditional Kriya Yoga, Taiji, and Korean Jung SuWon. He shares his deep understanding of 
the subject in a series of workshops, articles like this one, and in the Subtle Energy Yoga book 
series, available at Amazon. 

http://amazon.com/exec/obidos/redirect?tag=treelight&path=tg/detail/-/0997240040
http://amazon.com/exec/obidos/redirect?tag=treelight&path=tg/detail/-/0997240040
https://meditatebetter.com/products/yoga-meditation-bench

